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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over U:, where U: is the real field 
R or the complex field C. Then V is a Banach space with respect o any norm 
on it. For reasons arising from theory or applications, one may consider 
different kinds of norms on V. Let ~ be a (nonempty) set of norms on V. For 
any x ~ V, we define the norm hull of x with respect o ~ as 
~(~4~: x) .= {y ~ v :  Ilyll ~ Ilxll for all II'll ~4~.  
We are interested in studying the following problems. 
(I) For any given x ~ V, determine the conditions on vectors y ~ V 
such that 
Ilyll ~ Ilxll for all II'll ~ ;  (1) 
in other words, determine ,U(~:  x). 
( I I)  Find a "small" subset iV '  of J r  such that, for any x ~ V, (1) holds 
whenever Ilyll ~ Ilxll for all I1"11 ~J~";  that is, find J/," cJ ,~ such that 
,g l fX '  :x) = , ,~(~:  x) for all x ~ V. 
One motivation for our study is the following result on unitarily invariant 
norms on matrix spaces. Let V = Mm, n(~) be the set of all m × n matrices 
over U:. It is convenient o assume m >~ n in our discussion. A norm I1" II on 
Mm, n(~:) i s  said to be unitarily invariant if IIUAVII = IIAll for all A and all 
unitary (orthogonal if ~: = •) matrices U and V. Recall that the singular 
values o-1(A) ~> "" >~ o-,(A) of A ~ M ....  (0=) are nonnegative square roots 
of the eigenvalues of A*A. For any positive integer k ~< n the Ky Fan 
k-norm defined by IIAIIk := E/k=10-~(A) is a unitarily invariant norm on 
Mm, n(~:). The following interesting result is due to Ky Fan [2] (see also [4, 
Chapter 3]): 
For any A, B ~ M ....  (~), IIBII ~< IIAII fo r  all unitarily invariant norms 
I1" II i f  and only i f  IIBIIk ~< IIAIIk fo r  all k = 1 . . . . .  n. 
It other words, if ~ui is the set of all unitarily invariant norms on Mm, n(~) 
and if ./t/'xv is the (finite) set consisting of I1" ILk for k = 1 . . . . .  n, then 
,,~'C4/'KF: A)=,~e'C4F~i: A) for all A ~ Mm, n(~:). This result is particularly 
attractive, because it allows one to check whether II B II ~< II All for all unitarily 
invariant norms by using only a f inite number  of such norm comparisons. 
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Problems (I) and (I I)  have been considered in [7] and [8] for G-invariant 
norms, i.e., norms that are invariant under the action of a certain compact Lie 
group G (see [6, §1] for a survey of some existing results). In this paper we 
continue the study for other types of norms. 
In Section 2, we consider the case when V is an arbitrary finite-dimen- 
sional vector space and J r  is the set of: (i) all norms on V, (ii) all Ip norms 
with respect to different bases for V for a fixed p with 1 ~< p ~< ~, (iii) all 
submultiplicative norms with respect to a certain multiplication, or (iv) all 
monotone norms with respect o a fixed basis. (See the beginning of Section 2 
for precise definitions.) In particular we show that, in the cases of (i), (ii) and 
(iii), ~¢'(~: x) is always equal to {/~x :/x ~ 0:, I~1 ~< 1}. For general sets ~ 'o f  
norms on a general vector space V, we also give a necessary condition on the 
existence of a finite subset ~¢" of norms on V such that ,,W(X' : x) = ~q2~(~: x) 
for all x. Using this result, we show that, unlike the situation in Ky Fan's 
result, there is no finite subset X '  of norms on ¥ that satisfies ~¢(¢4/" : x) = 
,W(~:  x) for all x in cases (i) to (iv) above, if dim V >~ 2. 
In Section 3, we consider the case when V = M,(fl:) [:= Mn, n(Q:)] and IY 
is either the set ~alg of all algebra norms or the set ~i .a  of all induced norms. 
(See the beginning of Section 3 for precise definitions.) We show that, except 
for the case of V = Mn(~:) where I: = R, n = 2, and A ~ M2(R) has nonreal 
eigenvalues [for which we shall say that (U:, n, A) is exceptional], ~C4P~g : A) 
is always equal to  a '~ in  d " A) .  In particular, if A is scalar (i.e., a scalar 
multiple of the identity matrix) or nilpotent, then ,,W(~g : A) = ,W(~,a : A) 
= {tzA: ~ c ~:, I~1 ~< 1}. For those A which are neither scalar nor nilpo- 
tent, we give a characterization of ~(~1~ : A) and ,W(~i,a : A) in terms of a 
family of sets determined by the spectral radius of A and the powers of A. 
We also show that, if n >t 2, then there is no finite subset J/"' of norms on 
Mn(~:) that satisfies X(~ ' :  A) =,~(~aalg  : A) or ,~(~4/" : A) = a~in  d : A) 
for all A ~ Mn([F). We remark that our results in this section have potential 
applications in numerical analysis when convergence of series in Mn(D:) are 
concerned (cf. [3, Sections 5.6-5.8]). 
The proof of a main result, Theorem 3.4, is quite technical, and is given in 
Section 4 with some auxiliary results which are of independent interest. 
Section 5 contains remarks, examples, and refinements relating to our main 
theorems in Section 3. Some open problems are also mentioned. 
2. RESULTS ON GENERAL VECTOR SPACES 
We begin with some definitions and notation that will be used in the 
paper. Denote by {e 1 . . . . .  e,} the standard basis for ~:n, where e i has 1 as its 
ith entry and 0 elsewhere. 
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For 1 ~< p ~< o0, the lp norm with respect to a basis {v 1 . . . . .  v n} for V is 
defined as 
I(~,~*=llxi]P) '/t' if 1 ~<p < 0% 
lp(x)  := ~ max{Ix1[ . . . . .  ]x~l} if p=~ 
for any x = ~]n i= 1XiVi" For any fixed p with 1 ~< p ~< m, we define ~p to be 
the collection of all lp norms with respect o different bases of V. 
A multiplication on V is a continuous (with respect o some norm on V) 
binary operation o which satisfies (o tx )o( /3y)  = a~(x  o y) for all a ,  fi E ~:, 
x, y ~ V. A norm I1" II is submultiplicative with respect o a multiplication o 
if IIx° yll ~< Ilxllllyrl for all x, y ~ V. A norm II'll on Mn(~:) which is 
submultiplicative with respect o the usual matrix multiplication is simply said 
to be submultiplicative. 
It is clear from the definition that, for any (nonempty) set #Y of norms on 
g and any x ~ ¥, the norm hull ,,~(W: x) is compact, convex, and balanced 
[i.e., /xy ~,~T¢'(~: x) whenever y ~(~:  x) and /z ~ U: with I~1 = 1]. For 
any x ~ V, define 
K~(x)  := { /zx : / z  e 0:, I/z[ ~< 1}. 
We have the following observations. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ~K be a set of norms on V and x ~ V. Then 
(a) KF(x) ___,,~(,A~': x); 
(b) ,¢e'(W: x) c , ,~(~' :  x) whenever JK' c~.  
While Lemma 2.1(a) says that K~(x) is the smallest possible compact, 
convex, balanced set that can be a norm hull, the next result shows that, for 
certain sets M~'of norms, ~(,A/': x) is indeed equal to KF(x). 
THEOREM 2.2. The set equality Kr(x)=,~d(W: x) will hold for any 
x ~ V if ill" is any one of the following: 
(a) The set of all norms on V. 
(b) The set ~p of all lp norms with respect o different bases for V for a 
fixed p with 1 <~ p <~ oo. 
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(c) The set ~ of all norms that are submultiplicative with respect o a 
multiplication o on V. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1(a), we need to show only that ,,qY(vF: x) E_ KF(x) 
in (a), (b), and (c). We prove (b) first, and consider only the case of x # 0 
(the case of x = 0 is trivial). Suppose y ~ ~,~(X~ : x). We shall prove that x 
and y are linearly dependent. Then it will follow that y =/zx  for some 
E D: with I/xl ~< 1. Assume the contrary that x and y are linearly indepen- 
dent. Extend {x, y/2} to a basis for V, and consider the lp norm with respect 
to this basis. Then clearly l p (y )  -= 2 > 1 = lp(x), which is a contradiction. 
Hence (b) follows. 
Result (a) follows from (b) and Lemma 2.1, as ~p is a subset of the set of 
all norms on V. 
To prove (c), let I1" II be any norm on V. Since, by definition, o is 
continuous with respect to a certain norm on V, and all norms on the 
finite-dimensional space V are equivalent o each other, we see that o is 
continuous with respect o I1" II, and hence the quantity 
r=r(ll'll, o)=sup{llxoyll:x,y~V, Ilxll=llyll= l} (2) 
is finite. I f  r=0,  then xoy  =0 for all x ,y  and hence all norms are 
submultiplicative with respect to o. I f  r > 0, then it is easy to see that 
rllx o yll ~< (rllxllXrllyll) for any x, y E V, and hence rll" tt e~/P. Therefore 
y ~ ~e'(~o : x)wi l l  imply rll yl[ ~< rllxll, and hence II yll ~< Ilxll. In either case, 
y ~C4ro  : x) will imply that Ily[I ~ Ilxll for all norms II'll on V, and the 
result follows from (a). • 
We remark that Theorem 2.2(a) also follows from the theory of G- 
invariant norms (see [8]) if we let G = { /z l : /x  E •, I tzl = 1}, where 1 
denotes the identity map on V. Theorem 2.2(a) actually holds for any 
(possibly infinite-dimensional) Banach space; e.g., see Lemma 5 in [5]. Also, 
C. R. Johnson and the last author have a proof of Theorem 2.2(a) when V is a 
matrix space using some theory on linear functionals. For submultiplicative 
norms, as long as the quantity r(ll" II, o) in (2) is finite for some norm I1" II on 
V, Theorem 2.2(c) still holds even if o is not continuous. 
It is well known that a norm is induced by an inner product if and only if 
it is an l 2 norm with respect o some basis. Recall that the Schur product (or 
Hadamard product) of two matrices in M ..... (~) is obtained by entrywise 
multiplication of the matrices. We say that a norm on Mm, n(~:) is Schur 
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submultiplicative if it is submultiplicative with respect o the Schur product. 
Theorem 2.2 implies the following: 
COROLLARY 2.3. The set equality K~( x ) = ~(e¢':  x) holds for  any x ~ V 
if  ~ is any one of  the following: 
(a) The set of  all norms on V that are induced by inner products. 
(b) The set o f  aU submultiplicative norms on V = Mn(~:). 
(c) The set of  all Schur submultiplicative norms on V = Mm, n(~:). 
Now we consider monotone norms on V with respect to a fixed basis 
{v 1 . . . . .  v,}. Recall that a norm I1" II is monotone with respect to a basis 
{tgl, ...,l)n} for V if, for all x = ET=lx~v~ and y = ]~"~=1 yiv,, Ilyll ~< Ilxll 
whenever I Yi <~ <~ Ix~l for all i. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
V -D  z" and {v I . . . . .  v,} is the standard basis {e 1 . . . . .  e,}. We have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let l l/ 'be the set of  aU monotone norms on V = ~:" with 
respect o the standard basis {e 1 . . . . .  e ,}. Then for  any x = ( x 1 . . . . .  Xn)t ~ ~: n, 
a~(.A/'; x) = {(Yl . . . . .  yn) t E ~n : ]yil ~ IX,I fo ra l l i} .  
Proof. It is clear from the definition that {(Yl . . . . .  y,)t ~ Dz,, : ly, I ~< Ix,I 
for all i} c X (X :  x). Now suppose x = (x 1 . . . . .  Xn) t, Y = (Y l  . . . . .  yn )t E 
0 z" are such that lye[ > Ix,I for some i. Let k be a positive integer such that 
kly, I > max{Ixjl, l y j l : j  ~: i}, I and consider the monotone norm I1" I1' ,~./r 
def ined by Ilzll' := max{lzt . . . . .  Izi_ll, klz~l, Iz,+ll . . . . .  Iznl}. Then Ilyll = 
klyil > Ilxll' and hence y ~,,~G//': x). • 
Let M f be a given set of  norms on a general vector space V. The following 
result gives a necessary condition for the existence of a finite set ~v" of norms 
on V that satisfies , ,~g'~' : x) =,7~(~:  x) for all x ~ V. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose X is a set of  norms on V such that 
dim span~U(~: y) < dim V for  some nonzero y E V. Then there is no finite 
set I F '  of  norms on V that satisfies 
x(Jr ' :  x) =x~(~r: x) foraU • ~ V. (3) 
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In particular, if ~V is one of the sets of norms described in Theorem 2.2(a), 
(b), (c), Corollary 2.3(a), (b), (c), or Theorem 2.4, and if the underlying 
vector space V has dimension at least 2, then there is no finite set .IV' of 
norms on V such that (3) holds. 
Proof. We prove the general result first. Suppose the contrary is true, so 
that (3) holds for a certain finite set ,/V' of norms on V. Notice that, by 
definition, for any x G V, 
n ~(ll.ll:llxll) 
11.11~4 TM 
where ~(11" I1: r )  is the norm ball of radius r with respect o the norm I1" II. 
Then for any nonzero x, X(. /V'  : x) is a finite intersection of norm balls, each 
of which contains 0 as an interior point. It follows that 0 is an interior point of 
,~( J ' :  x), which, by (3), is equal to ,,~U(~V: x). Hence, if x v~ 0 then 
span,,~Y(./V: x), which contains 0 in its interior, must be V. This contradicts 
the assumption that dim span~G/ / ' :  y) < d imV for some nonzero y. 
For the second part of the theorem, notice that, if ~ is as described in 
Theorem 2.2(a), (b), (c) [which include the cases of Corollary 2.3(a), (b), (c)], 
then spanXg(./V: x) is just span{x}, which has dimension i if x 4: 0. I f JV is  as 
described in Theorem 2.4, then, since Xg(,/V: e 1) = {(Yl . . . . .  Yn )t ~ Dz" : [Yal 
~< 1, Y2 . . . . .  Yn = 0}, span,,~Y(~: e l) has dimension 1 also. • 
3. RESULTS ON ALGEBRA NORMS AND INDUCED NORMS 
A norm [l" II on M,(0 z) is an algebra norm (also known as a ring norm) if 
it is submultiplicative (with respect to the usual product) and satisfies 
II/ll = 1, where I is the identity matrix; it is induced by a vector norm 1. I on 
0 zn, and is called an induced norm (or operator norm), if I1 All = sup{I Axl: x 
0:", I xl ~< 1} for all A ~ Mn(~z). We use A/~lg and ~ind to denote the set of 
all algebra norms and the set of all induced norms, respectively, on M,(0:). 
In this section we consider problems (I) and (II) on V = Mn(O:) and 
JV=.~alg or.~i.a. It is known (see, e.g., [1, Corollary 3.2.6] or [3, 5.6.33-34]) 
that ~i ,a  --C~aalg, and the inclusion is proper if n >/2. Note also that, for real 
square matrices A, although the notation ,,T4(JV~g : A) and ~,~(JVii,d : A) does 
not indicate it, these norm hulls may vary depending on whether the 
underlying matrix space is over ~ or over C. In fact, our result (cf. Theorem 
3.4) shows that there are cases for which ~Y(~i,d : A) is different for these 
two different situations. 
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Let ¢r1(A) denote the largest singular value of A, which can be viewed as 
the Ky Fan 1-norm, and is commonly known as the spectral norm of A. It is 
well known that crl(A) is the norm on M,(B:) induced by the 12 norm on U :" 
with respect o the standard basis. Denote by A/~p the collection of all the 
norms I1"11 on M,(U:) defined by IIAII := crl(S-1AS) for some invertible 
S e M.(~:). 
We have the following observations. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let,4/" = ~aalg, ~i~a, or A/~sp, and let S ~ M,(~:) be invertible. 
(a) If I1" II ~ and I1" IIs is defined by IIAIIs := IIS- ~ASII for all A, then 
I1" IIs ~also .  
(b) I f  A, B ~ M,(ff:), then B ~(~:  A) if and only if S-~BS 
~(~:  S-1AS). 
Proof. (a): If I1" II ~lg  then, by direct checking, I1" IIs is submultiplica- 
tive and IIIIIs = 1. If [1" II ~ ,d  is induced by 1" I on I :n, then I1" IIs is 
induced by l" Is on ~s, defined by I xls := I S-~xl.  The result for the case of 
~/" =~sp follows directly from the definition ofA(~p. (b) follows easily from (a). 
The following result shows that the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 is also 
valid if A ~ V = M,(~:) is scalar or nilpotent, and if ~'=~aa~g, ~i,a, or J//~p. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A ~ V = Mn([:) be either scalar or nilpotent. I f  
A/ '=~g,  ~ind, orA~p, then ~(¢4~: A) = K~(A). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and the fact that ~sp--C~ina--C~aalg, we have 
K~(A) C__2F(~a1,: A) C,,~(~,a : A) CX~(~o : A). It remains to show that 
~'(~4~p : A) c KF({A}) if A is scalar or nilpotent. To this end, it suffices to 
show that B ~,,~(~sp : A) is a multiple of A. 
Suppose A = hi  =# 0 and B ~Xe~(/~p : A). If B is not a scalar matrix, 
then (e.g., see [3, 314.7-8]) there exists invertible S ~ Mn(F) such that S-IBS 
has some nonzero off-diagonal entry, say, "y at the ( i , j )  entry with i =/=j. Let 
D = diag(d, d e . . . . .  d"), where d > 0 is such that dJ-il3,[ > [hi. Then, as 
the ( i , j )  entry of (SD)- IB(SD) is dJ-iT, we have 
o-I((SD) -1A(SD) )  = Ihl < dJ-'l~l < ~((SD)- IB(SD)) ,  
This contradicts the assumption that B ~,Ze~(~,'p : A). 
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Next suppose A = (aij) is a nonzero nilpotent matrix and B = (b/j) 
X(A~p : A). By Lemma 3.1, and by applying some similarity transform to A 
and B simultaneously if necessary, we may assume that A = J1 ~ "'" ~ Jk ~ 
0 t, where each J/ is a nonzero upper triangular Jordan block with zero 
eigenvalues, and 0 t is a square zero matrix. (Note that we may assume this 
even in the real case, as A is nilpotent.) 
Suppose there exists ( i , j )  with 1 ~< i, j ~< n, j - i :~ 1, and b~ = 3' # 0. 
I f  D = diag(d, de , . . . ,  d") with d > 0, then D-~AD = dA, an~ the ( i , j )  
entry of D-1BD equals d J-13". As j - i q: 1, we can always choose d > 0 
such that 1 < d J - / -  113"1, so that 
trl(D-1AD) = d < dJ-/13"1 ~< o-I(D-1BD). 
This contradicts the assumption that B E ~¢'(A~p : A). Thus, we conclude that 
only those bij with j = i + 1 can be nonzero. 
Next, suppose there exists 1 ~<i ~<n-  1 such that ai,~+ 1 =0# 3 '= 
bi, i+ 1. Let D be obtained from I by replacing its (i + 1, i + 1) entry with a 
sufficiently large d > 1, so that the (i, i + 1) entry of D-1BD equals d3" and 
oh(D-lAD) ~< 1 < d13'1 ~< o'I(D-1BD). Again this leads to a contradiction. 
So we have B =B 1 ~ ' "  ~B k ~0 t, where the partitioning of B is 
conformal with that of A. Observe that, with Lemma 3.1, we have indeed 
proved in the above that: if S ~ Mn(U:) is invertible and satisfies S 1AS = A, 
n -1  r t a d S BS = (b/j), then bij = 0 whenever aij = 0. We shall use this obser- 
vation to complete the proof. 
We first show that B i =b~J/ for i = 1 . . . . .  k. Let S = I+A.  Then 
S- IAS=A and S -1 =( I+ j~)  1 ~. . .~( i+ jk )  - I  e I t  . Note that ( I+  
j / ) - i  = I - j /+ j2  _ j /3  + --.. Suppose 1 ~<j ~< n -- 2 is such that ajj+l 
= aj+~ j+e = 1 and bj j+i  - bj+l i+e = 3" # 0. Then the ( j  + 2)nd column 
of BS equals b~ j+iej '+ bj+ 1 j+eej+l,  and the j th  row of S -I has 1 and -1  
at the j th  and' ( j  + 1)st positions. Hence the ( j , j  + 2) entry of S-1BS 
equals 3" q= 0, which is a contradiction. 
Finally, we prove that b 1 . . . . .  b k. Suppose that this is not true. By 
applying a suitable permutation similarity, we may assume that b I ~ b 2, and 
B i ~ Mn(g:) for i = 1, 2, with n I ~< n e. Let 
(1,1 0,, 1 ) 
S = I,~ I,,~ ~ I"-2"~" 
One easily checks that S-1AS = A and the (n 1 + 1, 2) entry of S 1BS equals 
b 2 - b 1 # 0, which is a contradiction. • 
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By Theorem 3.2, the linear span of ZC4P: I) has dimension 1 if JF =J//~lg, 
~i,d, or~/(~p. It then follows from Theorem 2.5 that: 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose n >t 2 andd/=~aal ~iind orJl(~ Then there is 
no finite set ~v' of norms on V = M,(U:) such 't~at di~C4r' : A) =~Td(d/': A) 
for all A ~ V. 
If A ~ M,(U:) is neither scalar nor nilpotent, the structures o fY(~lg  : A) 
and ,,Td(~ii,d : A) are more complicated; see the remark in Section 5 for 
X~p:  A). We summarize the results in Theorem 3.4. To do that, we need 
some additional definitions and notation. 
For nonsealar A ~ M,(Y), we define 
:= I ( p(A) ,  o0) 
R( A) 
t [ p(A), ~) 
if A has an eigenvalue A with different algebraic 
and geometric multiplicities and I)tl = p(A) ,  
otherwise, 
where p(A) stands for the spectral radius of A. It follows from this definition 
that 0 ~ R(A) for any nonscalar A. 
Let M denote the set of positive integers. For any nonempty ~ G Mn(~Z), 
define 
K~(5 '~) := /z, Xi : k ~ N, ~, ~ ~:, ~ I tz, I ~< 1, X, e S . 
i i=1 
Note that K~(S) reduces to K~(A) if 9= {A}. Furthermore, define 
KF(r: A) :=  KF({FI-iAi: i E ~ U {0}}) for r > 0, A ~ M,(Uz), 
and let Ke(r : A) denote its closure. Here we adopt the convention A ° = I. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A ~ V = M,,(U:) be neither scalar nor nilpotent. Then 
(a)  '~( '~ ind  " A)  
= (B~Mn(~: ) :Bx~ N K~(r :A)x fora l lx~")  
r~R(A) 
(b) KF({p(A)I,A})cYi~(~Ig:A) = O KF ( r :A )  
r~R(A) 
G {aI+/3A : a,/3 ~ Uz, I/31 ~< 1,1a+/3AI ~< p(A) 
for any eigenvalue A of A}; 
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(c) I f  (~:, n, A) is not exceptional, then ..~g'(~. : A) =..~G'~.a : A). 
(d) I f  (~:, n, A) is exceptional, then span,Tg'C~ina : A) = M2([~) and 
,,~U(X~g : A) is a proper subset of X(~,.a : A). 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 is given in the next section with some auxiliary 
results of independent interest. Readers who are not interested in the 
technical details can go directly to Section 5. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4 
For any nonempty subset ~ of a finite-dimensional vector space, we use 
conv(S a) to denote its convex hull. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A ~ V = M,(D:) be nonscalar. Let 
RI (A)  ,= {r > 0: (A / r )  k is uniformly bounded for all k >~ 1} 
and 
Rz( A ) := {r > 0: KF(r:  A) isbounded}. 
Then 
(a) R(A) = n l (A)  = 82(A)  = {llAll: I1" II E~,d}  = {llAll: I1" II eXaa~g}; 
(b) /f I1"11 ~Jr~g or I1"11 ~Jt~na satisfies IIAII ~ r, then IlXll ~< r for all 
X ~ KF(r: A). 
Proof. (a): First note that, since A is nonscalar, 0 is not contained in 
R(A), {IIAII:II'II ~A~.d}, and {IIAII:II'II e~t~.lg}. That RI(A) = R2(A) is 
obvious from the definition of K~(r: A). Since ~i,a --C~alg, we have 
{11 All: I1" II ~4~.d} ~ {11 All: II. II ~g}.  
If I1" II ~g  and r := II All, then tl A/rl l  = 1 and, as I1" II is submultiplicative, 
I~(A/r)~ll ~< 1 for all k. Hence {IIAII: I1" II ~g} _ RI(A). 
Let S ~ Mn(~ z) be nonsingular such that J := S-IAS = J1 ~ "'" ~ Jl, 
where each Ji is either 
(j1) an n i × n~ Jordan block of the form Ji = A~ I + N, where N is the 
matrix with (1, 2), (2, 3) . . . . .  (n i - 1, n i) entries equal to 1 and all other 
entries equal to 0, or 
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(J2) in case F = N and A has nonreal eigenvalues pi(cos 0 i +_ 
sin 0~ f-L-_ 1 ) [where p~ > 0, 0~ ~ (0, 7r)], a 2n~ × 2n~ real Jordan block of 
the form Ji = (Crs)l < ~, ~ < n,, where 
cos 0 i sin 0 i ) 
C~ = Pi - s in0  i cos0  i for r=  1 , . . . ,h i ,  
Cr, r+ l  = 12 for r = 1 . . . . .  n i - 1, and Cr ,, = 0 2 for all other (r, s) (see [3, 
3.4.5]). 
Now suppose r > 0 is such that r q~ R(A) .  Then either r < p(A)  or 
r = p(A) .  I f  r < p(A),  then, since p ( (A / r )  k) = [p (A) / r ]  k is unbounded 
as k ~ ~, (A / r )  k is unbounded as k ---) ~, i.e., r ff RI(A). I f  r = p(A)  
R(A), then it follows from the definition of R(A)  that there is some Jordan 
block Ji in the Jordan form of A such that n i >~ 2 and either I,~,1 = p(A) or 
Pi = P(A), depending on whether Ji is in case (J1) or in case (j2). By direct 
checking, we see that [ J i /p(A)]  k, and hence [A lp (A) ]  k, is unbounded as 
k ---) ~, i.e., r [=  p(A)] ff RI (A)  in this case. We conclude that RI (A)  c 
R(A) .  
We now finish the proof of (a) by showing that R(A)  c {ll All : [l" [I ~ i .a} -  
Let J = J1 • "'" • Jl be the Jordan form of A. For t > 0, let T(t )  := Tl(t) 
• " • Tz(t), where Ti(t) is a real nonsingular matrix of the same order as 
that of J, and is defined by Ti(t) := diag(t, t 2 . . . . .  t"') if J~ is in case (J1), 
and T~(t) := t i  e • t2L2 • "" • t" ' I  2 if J~ is in case (J2). A continuity argu- 
ment shows that {~rl(T(t)- ls  - lAST(t)):  t > 0} = {(r l (T( t ) - l jT ( t ) ) :  t > 0} 
= R(A). Since O-l(T(t) 1S- ' ( ' )ST( t ) )  ~i ,d  for all t > 0, it follows that 
R(A)  c {ilAII: I1" [I ~ , ,d} .  
(b): Suppose I1" II ~ lg  or I1" II ~n0 is such that II All < r. Then for any 
X w.k 1- iA i  = z.,i= 0 tzir A ~ Ky(r :  A) (where /x i ~ ~ and E~=01 ~1 < 1), by the 
triangle inequality, submultiplicativity of II" II, and the fact that III II = 1, we 
have IlXll < E~=01t~lr ' - ' l lAI l '  < r. • 
The following lemma establishes Theorem 3.4(a). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A ~ V = M,(IF) be nonscalar. Then 
Yf(Jl~i,,d:A) = {B~M, , (~: ) :Bx~ f") KF( r :A )x f i ) ra l l x~[Fn}.  
fEB(A)  
Proof. Suppose B ~ M,,(~) satisfies Bx ~ I~Ir~R(A)K~(r: A)x for all 
x E ~r,. For any I1" II ~ , ,d  induced by a vector norm 1" I on F", let 
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s := ]IAII, which is contained in R(A)  by Proposition 4.1(a). By Proposition 
4.1(b) and continuity of I1" II, every X ~ K~(s: A) satisfies IlXll ~ s. Since 
Bx ~ K,F(s:A)x by assumption, this implies IBxl ~ slxl for all x, and hence 
IIBII ~< s = IIAII. As this is true for all I1" II ~d//~na, we have B ~,,~(d/~d : A). 
Now suppose B ~ ~Y¢'(d~i,a : A). For any nonzero x ~ ~'~, r ~ R(A), and 
6 > 0, define 
~.~(x, r,  6) := KF(r:  A ){x  + y: y ~ F n, y*y <~ 61 
= {Y(x + y ) :Y  ~ K~(r :  A), y ~ ~:', y*y <<. 6}. 
Denote the convex hull of the closure of ~,~(x, r, 6) by ~q~(x, r, 6). Note 
that, by Proposition 4.l(a), KF(r: A) is bounded and hence ~(x ,  r, e) is 
compact. It is easy to check that ~.q~(x, r 6) also is convex, is balanced, has 
nonempty interior, and hence is the unit norm ball of some vector norm 1-I 
on U:" [3, 5.5.8]. Let I1" II ~od  be induced by this vector norm. As 
A(K~(r : A)) G rK;(r  : A), we have A(~(x ,  r, 6)) G rE (x ,  r, 6). It follows 
that r ~> IIA[I >/Ilnll. Since x ~q~(x, r, 6 ) / r  and r />  IIBII, we have 
Bx ~(x ,  r,  e )  = conv(K '~(r  : A){x  + y: y ~ ~:'~, y*y ~ 6}). 
By letting e -~ 0, we have Bx E conv(KF(r  : A)x)  = K'~(r : A)x. This proves 
the reverse inclusion. • 
LEMMA 4.3. Let A ~ V = M,(~:) be nonscalar, and B ~ X(d~i,d : A). 
Then 
(a) Bx ~ span{x, Ax} for any x ~ ~:n and 
(b) if x and Ax are linearly independent and a, 18 ~ ~: are such that 
Bx = ~x + flAx, then [181 <~ 1. 
Proof. Let x ~ U:" be nonzero. First suppose {x, Ax} is linearly depen- 
dent, i.e., Ax = Ax for some A E ~:. I f  Bx f~ span{x, Ax}, let S ~ Mn(~:) be 
invertible and have x and Bx as its first two columns. Then the first column 
of A 0 := S-1AS is (A, 0 . . . . .  0) t, and the first column of B 0 := S-1BS is 
(0, 1, 0 . . . . .  0) t. Le t  D = d iag(d ,  1 . . . . .  1) for some d > 
max{1,[tr(A~Ao)]l/2}. Then the (2,1) entry of D-IBo D is d, and 
~I(D-1Ao D) <~ [tr(A~Ao)] 1/2 < d ~ cr l (D- IBoD) .  Thus B 0 
a~C4~ind : A0)  , and hence B ~ ~¢~(d~i,, a : A) by Lemma 3.1. 
Next suppose {x, Ax} is linearly independent. Assume that Bx = ax + 
18Ax + y, where y ~ span{x, Ax}. Let k be the maximum integer such that 
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{x, Ax . . . . .  Akx} is a linearly independent set, and let S ~ Mn(~:) be invert- 
ible with x, Ax . . . . .  Akx as the first k + 1 columns. Then the first k 
columns of A 0 := S-1AS equal the standard unit vectors e 2 . . . . .  ek + 1, and 
there exists i > 2 such that the (i, 1) entry of B 0 :=  S-1BS equals ,/¢= 0. Let 
D = diag(d k, d k- 1 . . . . .  d, 1 . . . . .  1) for a sufficiently large d > / so that 
kd + [tr(A*Ao)] 1/2 < d213,1. Then the (i, 1) entry of D-1Bo D equals d~T 
with s >/ 2, and hence crl(D-1Ao D) <~ kd + [tr(A~Ao)] 1/2 < d21~/I ~< 
t r l (D - IBoD) ,  which implies that B0 ~X(~ind:  A0), and hence B 
,'qF(~ind : A) by Lemma 3.1. Finally, if Bx = c~x + [3Ax with 1131 > 1, then 
we can use A 0 and B 0 in the above construction, and let D = 
diag(d, 1 . . . . .  1) for a sufficiently large d > 1 so that [tr(A* Ao)] ~/z < d 
(I [31-  1). Observe that the (2, 1) entry of D-1Bo D equals d[3, and hence 
t r l (D-1Ao D) <~ d + [tr(A~Ao)] 1/2 < dl [31 <~ t r l (D -1BoD) .  Again this im- 
plies B ~,¢~ind  : A). • 
LEMMA 4.4. Let A ~ V = M,(U:) be nonscalar and (~:, n, A)  not excep- 
tional. Suppose B ~ M,(U:) is such that Lemma 4.3(a) and (b) hold. Then 
B ~ span{/, A}. 
Proof. Let A and B satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma. By applying a 
similarity transformation to A and B simultaneously via some nonsingular 
S ~ Mn(D:) if necessary, we may assume that A = A 1 • "" • Aq where A~ 
are, respectively, companion matrices of monic polynomials p i (z )  for all 
i = 1 . . . . .  q, such that pj+ l(Z) divides p j (z )  fo r j  = 1 . . . . .  q - 1 [3, 3.4.7-8]. 
[Here the companion matrix of a monic polynomial p(z )  = zk+ c 1 
z k-1 + ... +c  k of degree k is the k × k matrix whose first k - 1 columns 
are the standard unit vectors ez , . . . ,  e k in ~k, and the last column is 
- ( c  k . . . . .  cl)t.] In this way, p l (z )  =z  m + T1 zm- l  + "-" +Tin will be the 
minimal polynomial of A, and the last column of A 1 is --(Tin . . . . .  T1) t" 
Recall that {e 1 . . . . .  e,} denotes the standard basis for D :n. We have Ae~ = ei+ 1 
for i = 1 . . . . .  m - 1 and Ae m = -~ i~r~l 'ym_ i+ le i .  Note that m >/2, be- 
cause A is nonscalar by assumption. Also by assumption we have Be k = ot k e k 
+ flk Aek with ~k, [3k ~ ~: for all k = 1 . . . . .  n. We shall show that trk e k + 
[3~ Ae k = a le  k + [31Ae k for all k = 2 . . . . .  n. It will then follow that B = 
ctl/ + [31A ~ span{/, A}. We divide the proof of our claim into five cases. 
Case 1. k > m or 3 ~ k < m. Let  x := e 1 +e k .Byassumpt ion , there  
exist a ,  [3 ~ U: such that 
Bx = ax  + f lax  --- ot(e 1 + ek) -4- [3( Ae I + Aek) 
= ore 1 + [3e2 + ae  k + f lAe k. 
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Since 
Bx = Be 1 + Be k = a le  1 -4- /31e2 + ake  k + /3k Aek ,  
subtracting this from the preceding equation gives 
(o~ - Otl)e I q- (/3 - /31)e2 = (or k - ot )e  k q- ( /3k - -  /3 )Aek"  (4) 
As k >/3, we have span{el, e z} (q span{e k, Ae k} = 0 and both sides of(4) are 
0. I f  the left-hand side of(4)  is 0, then a = a 1 and 13 =/31. As a result, if the 
right-hand side of (4) is 0, then a~e~ + /3kAek = ae  k + /3Ae k = a le  k + 
/31Aek. 
Case 2. k =2 < m.  Let  x t := e I +te  z with t ~ U:. By hypothesis 
there exist ax , /3x ,  ~ ~: such that 
Bxt = °tx,Xt + /3x, Axt  = °tx,(el + te2) + /3x,( Ael  + tAez)  
= otxe 1 + (o tx t  + /3x,)e2 + /3xte3. 
On the other hand, 
Bx t = Be 1 = tBe e = (Otle 1 -4- /31Ael) q- t (  a2e  2 + /32 Aee)  
= otle 1 + (ot2t  + /31)e2 + /3ete3. 
By comparing coefficients of el, e2, e 3 we have ot = a l ,  ax t  +/3~, = 
azt  +/31, and /3xt =/32t  for all t. Hence a 1 = ot 2 and /31 =/32- 
Case 3. k = m > 2. Le t  x t := e l+te  m with t ~ 0:. Then, by hypoth- 
esis, there exist ax,,/3x, ~ g: such that 
Bx t = Otx X t -b /3xtAXt = a , , (  e 1 + tern) + ~x A(e l  + tern) 
= Otxe 1 + /3x,[e2 - t (Yme 1 + ... Tlem)] + Otxe m 
= (ax , -  /3x,Tmt)el  + /3x,(1 - Tm_ l t )e2  
-- 13xt(~/m-2e3 + "'" +r2em-1)  + (%, -  flx, 71) tem.  
16 
On the other hand, 
Bx t = Be  1 + Be,,, = (~1el  + /31Aex)  + t (ame m + /3mAem)  
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= (O~1 - -  /3mTmt)et + ( /31 -- /3. ,T. , -tt)e2 
- /3mt(%n_2e3 -]- . . .  qt-'Y2em_l) -]- (O l  m - -  ~3mi l l ) te rn .  
By comparing coefficients we have 
ax, - /3x,Tm t = 11 -- ~3,,,Trot, 
/3~,(1 -- y , , _ , t )  =/3 ,  -/3,, ,y,, ,_,t,  
/3~ ~/i t = /3 , , ? i t  for 
( ax, - /3~ ~/1)t = (a  m - /3mr l ) t .  
Using these equations, we shall prove that 
/3x Ae  .... i.e., 
/3 m "}l i : /31~1i 
(5) 
(6) 
i = 9, . . . . .  m - 2, (7) 
(8) 
Otme m "k- /3m Aem = Olle m -]- 
O/m - -  /3 ,n ' ) /1  = Oel - -  /31"Y l "  (lo) 
Note that x t and Ax t are linearly independent except for a finite number  of 
t's. By (6), for almost all t ,  we have /3x, =/3,,, + (/31 - -  /3m) / / (1  - -  ' Ym- I  t ) ,  
which must satisfy I/3xl < i by assumption. I f  Y,,-1 4:0  let t ~ 1/Tm-V 
Then I/3~1 < 1 implies ~1 = ~m = /3x t" I f  follows from (5) and (8) that 
ot I = O~ m = O~xt. I f  T,,, x = 0, then (6) implies that /31 = /3~,, and hence (5), 
(7), (8) imply 
Olx, = a l ,  [~l 'Ym = ~,n~tm , 
~l '~ i  = ~m') / /  for i = 2 . . . . .  m - 2, 
Olx t - -  f i l ' Y l  = O/m - -  ~m'~l"  
From these, one easily deduces (9) and (10). 
and 
for i = 2 . . . . .  m (9) 
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Case 4. k = 2 = m and IF = R and pt (z )  has no real roots. As all 
eigenvalues of A are roots of pl(z) ,  by our assumption that (U:, n, A) is not 
exceptional we have n > 2 and q > 1. Moreover, since pi(z)  divides p l (z )  
for all i = 2 . . . . .  q, we must have p l (z )  . . . . .  pq(Z) and hence A 1 = 
. . . .  Aq. By considering x = e 1 + e 3 as in case 1, we conclude that 
a I = t~ 3 and/31 =/33- Next consider x = e 2 + e3; we conclude that a 2 = cr 3 
and /32 =/33, and the result follows. 
Case 5. k =2 = m, and either ~: = C, or U: = ~ and p l (z )  has real 
roots. Then, for both case l: = C and D r = R, the two (counting algebraic 
multiplicities) eigenvalues of A 1 [e  M2(D:)], which we shall denote by A and 
A', are in Y. Thus there exists an eigenvector f l e span{el, e2} (here the span 
is over U:) of A such that Afl  = Aft. By the assumption that Bft 
span{f t, Aft} we see that Bft = Ixft for some Ix e D:. We consider the two 
subcases of (i) A ¢= A' and (ii) A = A'. I f  (i) holds, then there exists another 
eigenvector f2 e span{et, e2}, which must be linearly independent of f t ,  such 
that Af2 = A'f2. Then Bf2 ~ span{f2, Af2} implies that Bf2 = Ix'f2 for 
some IX' ~ I:. By letting a := (AIx' - A' Ix)/(A - A'), /3 := (Ix - Ix ' ) / (A - 
Z'), we have Bf~ = af~ + /3Af~ for i = 1, 2. Thus Bx = ax  +/3Ax  for all 
x e span{fl, f2} = span{et, e2}, and the result follows. I f  (ii) holds, then the 
companion matrix A t is not diagonalizable [3, 3.3.10] and (by considering the 
Jordan form of A t) there exists f2 e sPan{et, e2}, which is linearly indepen- 
dent of f~, such that Af2 +f t  + A f2. Let Bf2 = vf l  + Ix'f2, and define 
xt := tft +f2  where v, Ix', t are in ~. By assumption there exist axe/3~, e ~: 
such that 
Bxt = ax,Xt + /3x, Axt = ax,(tfl +f2)  + /3x,(tAfl + Af2) 
= [olxt + /3~,(1 + At ) ] f l  + (oL  + A/3x,)/2. 
On the other hand 
Bxt = tBf l  + Bf2 = ( Ixt + u) f  t + #'f2- 
By comparing coefficients in the above equalities we have 
ax t + fix,(1 + At) = Ixt + u, ax, + A~x, = Ix'. 
Solving these, we obtain /3x,= u+( Ix -  Ix')t for any t. As I/3xl~< 1 by 
hypothesis (because x t and Ax, are linearly independent), we must have 
Ix = Ix', and hence Bf~ = uft + Ix f2. By putting a := Ix - Au and fl := u, 
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we see that Bf~ = af~ + /3Af~ for i = 1, 2. Hence Bx = ax  + [3Ax for all 
x ~ span{f1, f2} = span{el, e2}, and the result follows. • 
We remark that if (~, n, A) is exceptional, then cases 1-3 in the above 
proof do not apply because we do not have k >m,  k >/3, m >2;  the 
techniques used in case 4 do not work because we do not have e 3 to work 
with; and the techniques used in case 5 do not work because A [ = A 1 
M2(R)] has nonreal eigenvalues and thus the eigenvector(s) of A cannot be 
real. In fact, if (~z, n, A) is exceptional, then by Lemma 4.3 and 4.8, the result 
in Lemma 4.4 cannot hold. 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose A ~ V = Mn(~ z) is nonscalar. Then 
N l~F(r: A) - - -~(~lg:  A). 
r~R(A) 
Proof. Let B E n rE R(A)K~( r : A). Suppose II-II ~g .  Then, by 
Proposition 4.1(a), s := IIAII ~ R(A) .  Since B ~ KF(s: A), by Proposition 
4.1(b) and continuity of I1" II we have Ilnll ~ s = IIAII. As this is true for all 
I1" II E~./~g, we have B ~ ~(~alg : A). • 
LEMMA 4.6. Let A ~ V = M,,(~:) be nonscalar, and B ~,~(~ina : A). I f  
B ~ span{I, A}, then 
N /~(r:A). 
r~R(A) 
Proof. Suppose A and B satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. By 
Lemma 3.1, we may assume, as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, that A = A 1 
~9 ... ~ A , where the Ai's are companion matrices of monic polynomials 
pi (z )  for ~1 i = 1 . . . . .  q, such that pj+l (z )  divides p j (z )  for j  = 1 . . . . .  q - 
1. In particular, p l (z )  = z m + y lz  m 1 + ... + "/m is the minimal polynomial 
of A, so the last column of A 1 is - (y , ,  . . . . .  ~/1) t. Then the mapping 
dp: X ~ Xe I is a linear isomorphism between span{I, A, A 2 . . . . .  A m-l} and 
span{el, Ael,  A2el . . . . .  A m l e l}  = span{e 1 . . . . .  em}. Now that B 
s_pan{I, A} _ span{I, A, A 2 . . . . .  A m- l}  and, by Lemma 4.2, Be l 
KF(r  : A)e  1 for any r ~ R(A) ,  it follows that the preimage of Be 1 under ~b, 
namely B, is in the preimage of K,F(r : A)e 1 under ~b, namely KF(r:  A), for 
any r ~ R(A). • 
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LEMMA 4.7. Suppose A ~ V = M,(ff:) is neither scalar nor nilpotent. 
Then span,,~'f, AV~g : A) = span{l, A}. 
Proof. Let A be neither scalar nor nilpotent. If (U z, n, A) is not excep- 
tional, then ,,~(JF~g : A) ---,'~(M~,a : A) c span{I, A} by the fact that -/~i,a --- 
+,~g and Lemmas 2.1(b), 4.3 and 4.4. Suppose (U:, n, A) is exceptional and 
B ~,,~(X~g • A). We shall show that B ~ span{I, A}. By Lemma 3.1 and 
applying a real similarity transform to A and B simultaneously if necessary, 
we assume that 
a b |  for b ~ R with b #0.  
\ 
A= -b  a some a,  / 
Let V 1 and V 2 be the subspaces of M2(R) given by 
} {(r s) / VI:= -q  :p ,q~R , V2:= - r  : r , s~R . 
It is easy to see that V 1 = span{ I, A} and V 1 • V 2 = M2(R). For each L >~ 1, 
define a norm I1" IlL on M2(R) by 
(_qP q) + -rS) r :=(pZ+q2) l /2+L( rZ+s2) l /2"  
It is routine to check that I1" IlL ~ lg .  Now suppose B ~ span{I, A} = V 1. 
Then II B II L > II All L for L large enough. This contradicts he assumption that 
B ~,,~(¢4P~g, A). Hence ,~(,4~,lg : A) c span{ I, A} for all nonscalar A 
Mn(Uz). On-the other hand, since A is not nilpotent, we have 0 < p(A). Note 
that p(A) = inf R(A) = inf{ll All: I1" II ~,/r~g} by Proposition 4.1(a), and that 
p(A)  = II p(A)I I I  for all I1" II ~_/r~z. Thus we have p(A)I E, ,~ lg  : A) and 
hence I ~ span~U(Av~,lg : A). It is obvious that A ~,,~(M~tg : A). • 
LEMMA 4.8. Suppose (U:, n, A) is exceptional. Then span~'f(M~i,d : A) = 
M2(R). 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.7, we may assume that 
A =p~( _C°Ssin00 cos sino,0], where p=p(A)  > 0 and 0~ (0, zr). 
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Then for all x ~ R 2, Ax on the Euclidean 2-plane is formed by rotating px 
about the origin through an angle 0. Observe that KR({ pI, A}) G Ka(r : A) 
for all r ~ R(A)  = [ p, oo), and for each x ~ R e, Ka({pI, A})x on the 
Euclidean 2-plane is a rectangle centered at the origin with sides 
2pl2(x)lsin(O/2)l and 2pl2(x)lcos(O/2)l, where 12(') denotes the l 2 norm on 
R 2 with respect o the standard basis. Let 
/x :=2pmin(  sinO , cos O ) 
which is positive. Recall that the largest-singular-value f nction trl(') ~d~ina 
is a norm induced by/e(.).  If B ~ Me(R) is such that orl(B) ~< /z, then 
Bx ~ KR({pI, A})x G KR(r : A)x for all r ~ R(A)  and all x ~ R 2. Hence 
B ~ X,"(~i~a : A) by Lemma 4.2. As /z is positive, we have M2(R) = span{B 
M2(R): o'l(B) ~< p,} c span,~(~ind : A). • 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Condition (a) is proved in Lemma 4.2. 
It is clear that p(A) I ,  A ~(dP~g:  A), and hence KF({p(A)I ,  A}) _ 
~"(d~lg : A). Let B ~,,Te'(d~lg : A). Then, by Lemma 4.7, B = tzI + flA for 
some or,/3 ~ D:. By Lemma 4.3 and the assumption that A is nonscalar, one 
easily sees that ]/31 ~< 1. Moreover, by Proposition 4.1(a), for every ~ > 0, 
there is some I1" II ~na  (depending on e) such that 
p( A) + 8 >~ IIAII ~ IIRII 
>i p(B)  = max(Ire + /3AI: A is an eigenvalue of A}. 
Hence l a + flAI ~< p(A)  for any eigenvalue A of A. Thus, the two set 
inclusions in (b) are established. 
Since ~ind ~--C--~a]g, we have X~(M~I~ : A) ---~(~i,a : A) by Lemma 2.1(b). 
By Lemma 4.5, f') rE a(A)K~( r :  A) -~G~alg : A). 
Suppose (H:, n, A) is not exceptional. Then "~(~i,a : A) _ 
~') rE a(a)KF( r :  A) by Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, and 4.6. Combining with the result 
in the preceding paragraph, we obtain (c), and the equality in (b) when 
(~, n, A) is not exceptional. 
Next suppose (~: n A) is exceptional. Then ,,TC'(M'~I, : A) _ 
N rE  ma)K~( r :  A) by Lemmas 4.7 and 4.6 and the fact that Xc~(/J'~lg : A) ___ 
"~(~ina : A). Hence the equality in (b) also holds in this case. Finally, we have 
spand'd(//(ina • A) = M2(R) by Lemma 4.8. In view of the second inclusion in 
(b), we see that ~(d/~alg : A) is a proper subset of ~TC~(d~ind : A). Thus, condi- 
tion (d) holds. • 
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By Theorems 3.2 and 3.4, if 0 z, n, A) is exceptional then Xf(~aig : A) is a 
proper subset of XI(M~,d : A). Otherwise the two norm hulls are identical. 
Note that the proof in Section 4 is valid for nilpotent matrices as well. 
Furthermore, many of the results on "g"(~i,d : A) established to prove Theo- 
rem 3.4 are also valid for Jrd'(M~p : A). Are the two norm hulls always equal 
(not just the scalar or nilpotent A as shown in Theorem 3.2)? It would be 
nice to answer this question. 
By Theorem 3.4, if 0:, n, A) is not exceptional then the search of 
B ~X~'C¢': A), where ; f=~g orc4~i.d, can be confined to those B of the 
form czI + 13A. In particular, one can characterize X,"(X: A) by describing 
the set 
,9"(.///': A) := {(or, fl)t ~ i]:2: ctI + flA ~X¢"(.///': A)}. 
It is desirable to have a simple description for this set. Of course, Theorem 
3.4 and its proof yield the following scheme for determining 3-(MP: A): 
Let A 1 E M,(~:) be the companion matrix of the minimal polynomial of A. 
Let B 1 _ otI m + ~A 1. Then (or, ~ )t ~ 5rC¢,: A ) i fandon ly  if Ble 1 = ae 1 + 
~e~ ~ KF(r : A1)e 1 for all r ~ R( A), where el, e 2 are the first two standard 
unit vectors in R m. 
Thus, the problem of determining J (d r :  A) reduces to studying the intersec- 
tion of certain convex subsets in U TM. Nevertheless, in view of Example 5.5, it 
seems difficult o determine 3"(M": A) o rX(~:  A) for general matrices A by 
a finite algorithm. 
Since the characterization f XfC4r: A) (where JF = JF~g or ~inO) depends 
heavily on R(A)  and K,F(r : A), one might want to have more information 
about them. In Theorem 5.2, we shall show that if A ~ M,0:) is neither 
scalar nor nilpotent, then the interval R(A) can be replaced by a bounded 
interval determined by the minimal polynomial of A. Moreover, if r > p(A), 
then Kr(r  : A) = KF(r : A), which is identical to 
KF(r:  A, k) := KF({r' - 'Ai :  i = 0 . . . . .  k}) 
for some positive integer k. We begin with some simple observations. 
LEMMA 5.1. For any A ~ V = M,(~:), r > 0, and any nonnegative 
integer k, we have 
KF(r:  A) = rKF(1 : A/ r ) ,  KF(r:  A, k) = rKF(1 : A/ r ,  k) .  
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THEOREM 5.2. Suppose A ~ V = Mn(~:) is neither scalar nor nilpotent. 
Let z m + T1 zm-1 + ... + y,,, be the minimal polynomial of A. (Note that 
m >~ 2 by our assumption.) 
(a) I f  r > p( A), then there exists a nonnegative integer q = q(r)  such 
that 
K.F(r : A) = KF(r:  A) = KF(r:  A, m - 1 + q). 
Furthermore, if qr is the smallest integer q such that the above set equalities 
hold, then r ~ qr is a decreasing function. 
(b) There exists a unique positive number r o E R( A) such that r~ = 
Ei m al3,ilr~ -~ and 
m 
KF( r :A )  =KF( r :A ,m-  1) forall  r> l r  o. 
Consequently, 
(b.i) if R'( A) denotes the bounded interval R( A) V~ [ p( A), r0], then 
~T((~g : A) = ['~ K,y(r: A) N span{I, A}; 
rER ' (A)  
(b.ii) /f (~:, n, A) is exceptional, then 
a'~(fiind : A) = {n E Mn(F): Bx • N /~( r  : A)x fora l lx  ~ ~:n). 
rE [p(A) ,  ro] 
Proof. (a): Let e := r - p(A)  (> 0). Recall that limk_.~ IIAkll 1/k = 
p(A)  for all submultiplicative norms I1" II on M.(~:) (see, e.g., [3, 5.6.13, 
5.6.14]). Hence for all k large enough, we have IIAkll 1/k < p(A)  + 6 /2  = 
r - e /2 .  Thus limk_.~lKA/r)kll = 0 and, since I, A / r  . . . . .  (A / r )  m-1 are 
linearly independent and span the algebra generated by I and A/ r ,  there 
exists a nonnegative integer q such that 
( A / r )  m+q ~ KF( I :  A/ r ,  m - 1) c_ KF( I :  A/ r ,  m - 1 + q).  
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Multiplying by A/ r  yields 
(A / r )  m+q+l ~ K~( I :  A/ r ,  m + q)  c KF( I :  A/ r ,  m - 1 + q) ,  
where the last inclusion follows from (A / r )  m+q E KF( i :  A/ r ,  M - 1 + q). 
Inductively, we have (A / r )  m+q+k ~ Ke(1 : A/ r ,  m - 1 + q)  for all k >~ 0, 
and hence KF(1 : A/ r )  = Ka(1 : A/ r ,  m - 1 + q). By Lemma 5.1 and the 
fact that Kr ( r  : A,  m - 1 + q)  is closed, we get the set equalities. 
By the arguments in the preceding paragraph, we see that qr is actually 
the smallest nonnegative integer q such that (A / r )  m+q E Ke( l :  A/ r ,  m - 
1 + q), i.e., 
m - 1 + q 
(A / / r )  m+q = Z I-£r,i( A / r )  i 
i=0  
for some /zr, i ~ • with ~,n- l + q i = 0 ]dLr, i l ~< 1. Suppose the above equality holds 
for r, q and lXr, i. I f  S > r, then (A /s )  m+q = ( r / s )m+q(A/ r )  m+q = 
Em- l+ = Em-l+q(r//s)m+q -i 
i=0  q(r//s)m+q~r,i(A//r)i  i=0  Id, r , i (A / / s )  i. Since 
m- l+q m+q-i ~_m- l+q  Y"i=0 [ ( r /s)  lXr, i] ~ i=0 [d'r,i ~< 1, we have qs <<- qr by defini- 
tion. 
(b): Since A is not nilpotent, some coefficients Yl of the minimal 
polynomial are nonzero, and thus there is a unique r 0 > 0 satisfying 
m i m i E~= ll~/~l/r0 = 1 and •i = ~[Yil/r < 1 if r > r 0. To prove the set equality, let 
r >/ r  0. [In fact, if r 0 > p(A),  it suffices to consider the case r = r 0 in view 
of (a).] Since A is annihilated by its minimal polynomial, we have A m = 
- -  ~ .m m-  i 
i=  1T iA  , o r  
(A / r )  m= ~ - Yi ( A / / r )m- ' .  (11) 
r i 
i=1  
Since ~2 m~= l l~ l / r  ~ ~ 1, (11) implies that 
(A / r )  m ~ KF( I :  A/ r ,  m - 1). 
Applying the arguments in part (a), we get the set equality. In particular, we 
have that K~(r  o : A )  = KF(r  o : A,  m - 1) is bounded, and hence r o ~ R(A)  
by Proposition 4.1(a). 
Finally, we prove (b.i) and (b.ii). Consider the characterization of 
,~¢'(Jf~g : A) in Theorem 3.4(b). Suppose B ~ /~r(r0 : A) f3 span{I, A}. Since 
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m 
Kr ( r  o : A) = KF(r o : A, m - 1), we have B = a I  + f lA = V'm-1 1-iai L , i=o~i ro  1t  
for some a , /3 , / z  i ~ ~: with E" -  1 • A m- 1 =o /zil~< 1. Because I ,A  . . . .  are 
linearly independent, we have a =/Xor  o and /3 =/z  1. For all r > / r  o, as 
I I%ro/r l  + I/.tll ~< 1, it follows that B = ( IXoro/r)r I  + txlA ~ KF(r :  A), 
and hence B ~ f'l re[ ~o=) K.~(r : A). Therefore 
N K~(r: A) V/ span{I, A} _ ["] K,F(r: A). 
r~R ' (A)  r~R(A)  
The reverse inclusion follows from Theorem 3.4(b) and the fact that 
f~ re R(A)KF( r :  A) ~ N rG R'(A)K'0 :(F: A), Thus we have the set equality in 
(b.i). 
Suppose (0:, n, A) is exceptional. In this situation the degree of the 
minimal polynomial of  A [ ~ M2(N)] is m = 2, and all elements in KR(r  : A) 
are in span{l, A}. By an argument similar to the one in the._.preceding 
paragraph we have, for all x ~ ~2, KR(r  ° : A )x  c f'l re[  r0.~KR( r :  A)x.  
Note also that p(A)  ~ R(A)  in this case. As a result, N re mA)KR( r:  A )x  = 
('] r e [ p( A ), r0lKR ( r  : A ) x, as asserted. • 
We conjecture that the interval R(A)  in Theorem 3.4 can be replaced by 
the countable set {r 0, r 1 . . . .  }, where rq := min{r : qr = q} for q = 0, 1 . . . . .  
[Note that r 0 agrees with the definition of r 0 in Theorem 5.2(b).] 
The following example shows that if r = p(A),  K~(r : A) may not equal 
its closure. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let A = diag(1, e ~[274') ~ M2(C) , where qb/¢r is irra- 
tional. Then diag(1, - 1) ~ Kc(1 : A) \ Ke(1 : A). 
Finally, we give two examples to show that for certain matrices A, the 
interval R(A)  in Theorem 3.4(b) can be replaced by a singleton subset of 
R(A); but for some other matrices A, R(A)  cannot be replaced by any finite 
subset of R(A) .  It would be nice to characterize those A for which 
~(¢/~g " A) = 1"3 res~Kq: ( r  : A) N span{I, A} for some finite subset ~ of 
R(A). 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let A = diag(1, a), where a ~ [ -1 ,  0]. Then p(A)  = 1 
and R(A)= [ 1, oo). One checks easily that the quantity r 0 defined in 
Theorem 5.2 equals 1, and thus R' (A)= {1}. Clearly, (Y, n, A) is not 
exceptional in this case. By Theorems 3.4 and 5.2, we conclude that 
XC~g:  A) ="~(~i .a ,  A) = Kr ( l :  A). 
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EXAMPLE 5.5. Let 
( cos~b s in~)  
A = - sin ~b cos ' 
where ~b is real and ~b/-rr is irrational. Then p(A)  = 1, R(A)  = [ 1, oo), and 
the degree of the minimal polynomial of A is m = 2. Note that span{ I, A} is 
the algebra generated by { I, A} in this case. We claim that, for both cases of 
0:= ~and0:= C, 
f') l~( r :  A) = f7 K'F( s: A) (12) 
r~R(A) s ~a 
cannot hold for any finite subset ~9 ~ of R(A). Suppose the contrary is true, so 
that (12) holds for some finite subset fi z of R(A). We may assume without 
loss of generality that S ~'-- {1, s k, s k_ 1 . . . . .  sl} where 1 < s k < "" < s 1 < oo 
and k >/ 1. Note that 
Ap=(  cos p~b sin p~b) 
-sin ptb cos p~b 
for all positive integers p, and that 
((  os0 ,/ 
K.F(1 : A) = K F - s in  0 cos : 0 ~ [0,2'tr . 
For i = 1 . . . . .  k, let q~, be the smallest integer q such that K.~(si : A) c 
K~(s i :  A ,2  - 1 + q).  By Theorem 5.2(a), qs must exist, and 0 -<< qsl ~< 
"'" ~< qsc For convenience, we identify the real span of {I, A} with R e 
through the linear isomorphism 
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Now since kth ~ 0 (mod zr) for all k = 1 . . . . .  2 - 1 + qs,, there must exist 
e > 0 such that for all 6 ~ [0, e ], 
(cos 8, sin 8) 
k 
Nconv({++_sl-P(cospqb, s inp4) ) :p=0,1  . . . . .  2 -  1 + qs,}). 
i=1  
Here conv(S a) denotes the convex hull of ~9 ~. This implies that, for both cases 
o f~=RandU:=C,  
cos8 sinS) A) for all ~E  [0,6] .  (13) 
--sint5 eos~ ~ (') KF (s:  
s 6S  ~' 
On the 6ther hand, there exists a positive integer q such that (2 + q)th ~ 
(mod_ 27r) and ~ ~ [0, el. For this q, let rq be the smallest r >/ 1 such that 
Kr(r  : A) c_ KF(r : A, 2 - 1 + q). It is easy to see that rq > 1, and that 
rl-(2+q)A2+q ¢~ K,~(rq : A) 
for all r < rq. Thus, 
cos ~ sin ~) = A2+q 
- s in  ~ cos 
is not in g,r(rq : A), and hence is not in f') rE  R(A)K'F( r : A). Thus and (13) 
contradict the supposition (12), and our claim is proved. We conclude that, 
for this particular A, the set R(A) in Theorem 3.4(b) for the characterization 
ofXe'(Jf~g : A) [and also X,~(~i,d : A) when ~: = C] cannot be replaced by any 
finite subset of R(A). 
The authors are grateful to the anonymous referees for their helpful 
suggestions on the presentation of the paper. 
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